The report of the cY :ief medical officer of 13atgland's Ministry of Health
received considerable attention in England, but vae noted in few U .S . papers .
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• •[[e ctuel medical officer of the Ministry
of Iiealth has some forthright things to
sa 3 ab,u lung cancer in bis annual report
(Cmnd tS5o, 13s.) . In 1960, 22,000 people
died from it (18,882 men and 3,t [8 women),
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portattce of lung cancer and respiratory
tuberculosis as causes of death in men has
altered since-[940. In that year, before the
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advent of chemotherapy, which has been so
successful in reducing the mortality of
tuberculosis, the disease's high death rate
was regarded as a grave national problem .
The lung cancer death rate is now higher
than the tuberculosis rate twenty years ago .
And the British public hardly bats an eyrlid .
The only not actually discouraging figure
given in the report is that deaths from lung
cancer in men increased last year, compared
with 1959, by a tmre 7oo-the stnallest pera.ntage increase since r95o . On the other
hand, the perecotage inc[case in the deatlu
of women was higher than the average of
the last twenty years. But the most st ;iking
facts to which the report draws attention
come from the medical officer of health fot
Jersey . The island has the highest lung
cancer death rate for men in the wofld and
an exceptionally high rate for women . There
is no problem of sir-poilution there . But
the amount of tobacco smoked per head is
the highest in the wrorld ; and in the years
r957-59 no ease of lung cancer was recorded
in a non-smoker .
No one elaims that heavy smoking is the
sok cause of hmg caooer ; air pollution is
almost oeotainly anorher cause in Britain, as
it is a cause of the high death rate froat
brohcbitis. But oo one, equally, after
reading this repery cro scriu+.tsly maiotain
t6at amokiag is not n important ause of
qrtcor. It u atrsnge ttrx people who are
so worried about favyaur that they will
mattyr tbemsdves to ban the bomb .•ilF yet
t6iah gothisg of o6ering their ebildren
cigatettes.
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London, Dec. 13 (Reuters)Jersey, vacation Island in the
Engliah Chapnel, has the
world's highest male lung cancer death rate-and Jersey
people smoke more per head
thana nyone else-it was re
ported today.
Dr . G. E. Godber, the rltish
Health Ministry's chief medical

officer, reported these facts fn
his first annual report.
"In Jersey there is no air
pollution problem, and no case
of lung cancer was recorded
in a non-smoker during the
years 1957-1959," Godber sald

"The epidemic of cancer of
the'lung pursues a predictable
course In men with an Increase
which can only be arrested In
the next few years by a general change In smoking habits
-in fact by stopping or
markely reducing the excessive
smoking of eigarets," Codber

Source: http://industrydocuments.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/docs/rfcm0005

